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Abstract— The CubeSystem is a collection of hardware- and
software-components for fast robot prototyping. The main goal
of the CubeSystem project is to provide an open source collection
of generic building blocks that can be freely combined into
an application. This paper describes the first release of the
CubeSystem, that evolved in more than five years of research
and development. The benefits of the CubeSystem are illustrated
by several applications, ranging from educational activities to
industrial projects.
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Fig. 1. The structure of a CubeSystem application (left), for example in
form of a mobile robot for soccer playing (right).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In the past, there have been several projects dealing with
software packages for sub-tasks in robotics like generic kinematics [1], user interfaces for tele-operation [2], or distributed
control systems [3]. A more recent and more general example
in this line of research is the Open Robot Control Software
(Orocos) project that includes a real-time motion kernel,
CORBA-inspired communication primitives for robotics and
task execution sequencing [4], [5], [6].
All these projects are based on the assumption that a robot’s
hard- and software are two rather distinct parts, that can be
easily brought together by the usage of the right type of
abstractions and interfaces. This view is to quite some extent
valid when it comes to the development of application software
for commercial of the shelf robot hardware. But the development of a robotics application often includes the engineering of
the hardware side as well. The CubeSystem therefore tries to
offer a component collection for fast prototyping of complete
robots, i.e., the hardware and the software side.
The most basic parts of the CubeSystem are
• RoboCube: a special embedded controller, or more precisely controller family, based on the MC68332 processor
• CubeOS: an operating system, or more precisely an OS
family
• RobLib: a library with common functions for robotics
The general CubeOS and RobLib are collections of software
components that can be customized and combined to a particular set of libraries suited for a particular application. Take
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Fig. 2. A RoboCube processor-, bus- and I/O-board stacked together, leading
to a compact controller hardware.

for example a simple soccer robot based on the CubeSystem
(figure 1). The RobLib provides for example generic functions
for controlling a two wheeled differential drive. To control
the two motors of the concrete robot some customization
is needed. This includes defining the mechanical parameters
like the gear-ratio, the wheel diameter and so on, as well
as the specification of the software drivers in CubeOS to
service the pulse-width-modulation of the motor drivers and
the quadrature decoding of the motor encoders.
The CubeSystem also allows quite some flexibility to adopt
the hardware side to the actual application. The RoboCube or
short Cube features some standard electronic components like
the processor-, bus-, and I/O-board that are combined with a
more application specific base-board. The boards are equipped
with a special stacking connector that allows to put several
boards on top of each other. The compact form factor of the
boards and the stacking leads to a cubic shape of the controller
(figure 2), hence the name RoboCube. The organization of the
Cube architecture can be thought of in a tree-like manner. At
the root is the minimal Cube, namely a processor-board. It
can be expanded by a bus-board. This new branch adds new
functionalities like, e.g., UARTs and I 2 C controllers that allow
to expand to further branches, for example in form of certain

sensors.
So, a CubeSystem application is a concrete instance of a
collection of components, for example in form of a mobile
soccer robot. As a matter of convenience, we use the term
CubeSystem for both the general collection of components
as well as for a concrete application. The same holds for
RoboCube, CubeOS, and RobLib, which are used to both refer
to the general collection of components as well as to particular
instances for concrete applications. This difference between
the CubeSystem and a CubeSystem is important.
Section II presents the hardware side and section III the
software side. In section IV, the versality of the CubeSystem is
illustrated with several of its applications. Section V concludes
the paper.
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A block diagram of the RoboCube bus architecture.

II. T HE H ARDWARE S IDE
A. The Processor Board
There are many possibilities for the computational hardware
of a robot, including embedded PCs like PC104 systems [7],
personal digital assistances (PDA) [8], [9], dedicated robot
control boards like the handyboard [10], [11], or even toy-kits
like Lego Mindstorms [12] or Fischertechnik Computing [13].
Unfortunately, none of these approaches provides
• an open-source
• collection of components
• suited for a wide variety of robotics applications.

Fig. 3. The processor board with the MC68332 CPU and the memory (left),
a bus- (middle) and an I/O-board (right).

The support of almost arbitrary robotics applications in
hardware is a highly ambitious goal. Especially, when considering the wide range of design constraints like necessary computation power or available budget. The RoboCube concept is
based on a tree-like design scheme with core components at
the root that can be expanded by branches that add additional
functionality. Components that are up in the tree are standard
components, so to say off the shelf parts for any group working
with the CubeSystem. The further down the tree, the more
additional engineering is needed, potentially including the
design of new electronics.
At the very root of the tree is the so-called processorboard with a Motorola MC68332, 1Mb RAM, and 1Mb FlashEPROM. As explained in more detail later on, the main idea
of the RoboCube CPU is to provide
• sufficient computation power
• for basic I/O and control
• in a predictable way
In order to be suited for different end-user applications,
RoboCube is built as an open bus system. As shown in

figure 4, a global bus comprises several sub-buses which are
managed from different sources. Multiple RoboCube boards
are interconnected with two special AMP 60-pin vertical
stacking connectors. This enables the user of the RoboCube
to form an application-specific stack of RoboCube boards.
The MC68332 microcontroller provides the address bus,
data bus, special timing channels (TP), interrupt lines (/IRQ),
several chip selects (/CS), an SPI bus and a RS232 serial bus.
The optional bus-board provides two additional serial RS232
buses by a DUART and two I 2 C buses for which a broad
variety of sensor and actuator ICs are available. Additionally,
there is a 16 bit register available that serves as fast binary
output.
The optional I/O-board implements 16 binary IOs, 24 analog
inputs and 6 analog outputs. By the help of solder jumpers
the board can be connected to each of the two I 2 C buses.
Hence, up to two boards can work in the same system. The
main idea of the stack-on I/O-board is to provide a generic set
of interfaces to sensors and motors without the need for any
hardware development. For a more customized approach, the
I/O-board can be supplemented or replaced by functionality
on the baseboard.
The so-called base-boards are an optional part of a
RoboCube at a level below the generic stack-on boards listed
above. There is a variety of base-board designs already available within the CubeSystem. The existing range of boards
covers for example the different power requirements of motors,
namely from a few Watts to some hundred Watts. As illustrated
later on in the section on applications, a CubeSystem user
is likely to find a base-board that already suits his or her
application, and if not, it is easy to modify an existing design
or to even design a completely new one.
The stack-on boards are densely packed 4-layer boards with
ICs in packages that require automated assembly. The baseboards in contrast are 1- to 2-layer boards that can be easily
produced and assembled with limited production capabilities
for example by students and even hobbyists.
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The component structure of CubeOS
Fig. 6.

The RobLib functions for motor and motion control.

III. T HE S OFTWARE S IDE
A. The CubeOS
The RoboCube has a special operating system, the socalled CubeOS [14]. This component-based realtime operating
system consists of a multithreaded nanokernel with drivers for
communication and robotic sensors and actuators. CubeOS has
following features [15]:
• preemptive/cooperative multi threading
• thread create/suspend/resume/sleep/kill
• IPC: signals, semaphores, message queues
• data primitives: e.g., lists, buffers
• control primitives: e.g., reactive control, PID control
• sensor/actuator abstraction
• drivers for I2C and SPI busses (device primitives, nonblocking IO)
• driver for the M68332s TPU (functions, parameters,
interrupts)
• layered radio communication protocol
• realtime clock
As already mentioned before, there is not the CubeOS, but
a CubeOS is linked together for a specific RoboCube. This
means that as soon as the hardware side is settled, especially in
respect to the presence of a bus- or I/O-board and the features
of the base-board, the corresponding modules of CubeOS need
to be parametrized, compiled and linked. Once this is done,
there is a fixed CubeOS for that particular hardware target
that can be linked to all applications for that target. This
approach leads to a small and highly efficient OS. As an
additional consequence, advanced users have the possibility
to freely expand the CubeSystem if needed. At the same time,
a wide variety of pre-designed systems is available that need
no modifications on the electronics or low level OS side.
B. RobLib
The RobLib is a library of medium to high level functions
for robotics that builds on top of CubeOS. The RobLib
provides for example PID motor controllers based on CubeOS
software drivers for the motor electronics. Furthermore, the
RoboLib supports dead-reckoning and motion control. For this
purpose, different drives types like differential or 3-wheeled

omni-directional drive are implemented. The user only needs
to choose the drive type and to provide the mechanical
parameters like the gear-ratio, the wheel diameter and so on.
Much like for CubeOS, the configuration and parametrization
of the generic RobLib components is done once for a specific
target robot. Then, the according instance of the RobLib is
generated and can be linked to applications for that robot.
C. The Development Environment
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Fig. 7. CubeSystem programs are developed and compiled on a compilehost, e.g., a Unix server where the proper cross-compiler and the libraries
are installed. The binaries are downloaded via an access-host, typically an
arbitrary PC, to the robot.

A CubeSystem like a mobile robot is a typical embedded
system with an according development environment. The
structure of the development environment is shown in figure
7. The CubeSystem is connected via a serial connection to
the so-called access-host. This connection can be a simple
RS-232 cable or a wireless connection via virtual cables or
Bluetooth. There are several options to interface a RoboCube
to the access-host, not only in terms of the underlying physical medium, but also in terms of the interface port at the
RoboCube. The default is a RS-232 connection via the busboard or if no bus-board is present in the application, an
according connection via the base-board.
The CubeSystem is programmed for efficiency reasons only
in C. The generation of executables, i.e., compilation and
linking, is done on a so-called compile-host. In doing so,
the GNU tool chain with an according cross-compiler is
used. The generic CubeOS and Roblib, as well as customized
and pre-compiled instances, are also located on the compilehost. The compile-host environment can be set up on almost

arbitrary machines and operating systems as long as there is
the possibility to install the GNU tool chain.
The environments used so far include PCs with Windows
or Linux and SUN workstations with Solaris. A Windows PC
is the typical low-end solution for single users working on a
small simple robotics project. In this case, the compile- and
the access-host are usually the same machine. This approach is
for example used for educational robotics where school kids
conduct simple projects on an individual basis or in small
groups. For serious projects that involve several programmers
or for the maintenance of different projects within a workgroup, the compile-host should be a real server, i.e., based on a
UNIX-type operating system. In this scenario, there is a single
compile-host running in the background and several accesshosts like laptops and personal desktop computers are used
by different researchers to work on their particular projects.
D. What about Computation Power?
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Two robots designed for a RoboCup Junior competition going
for the ball (top). Two school kids with the German chancellor Gerhard
Schröder honoring their achievements with their robot-designs based on the
CubeSystem.
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Fig. 8. Many robotics applications require substantial processing power in
addition to basic sensor-motor control functionalities. An on-board computehost can be used for this purpose.

An obvious objection against the CubeSystem might be its
lack of computation power. The RoboCube with its MC68332
micro-controller is not suited for any high-level computation
like map-building or solving complex inverse kinematics problems. But it does not need to do so. As illustrated in the
application examples below, the computation power of the
RoboCube is sufficient for many tasks, e.g., for simple robot
soccer in educational activities. For any ”serious” applications,
the RoboCube can be easily integrated with a so-called onboard compute-host, e.g., in form of an embedded PC (figure
8). According examples are also provided in the applications
section below.
IV. A PPLICATIONS

robotics workshops with German high school students. These
workshops took place as part of the so-called RIDS initiative.
RIDS stands for the German phrase ”Roboter In Der Schule”,
which can be translated to ”using robots in school activities”.
The idea of this project is to introduce school kids to robotics
and to waken a general interest in science and technology.
The main challenge for the RIDS students was to prepare for
RoboCup Junior competitions. In a RoboCup Junior contest,
teams with two robots play a game of soccer [19], [20].
The robots have to be fully autonomous. The floor of the
playing field is covered with a grey-scale that can be used
for coarse location of the robots. The ball emits an active
IR signal that can be sensed by relatively simple means, i.e.,
suited photo-transistors. RoboCup Junior events are part of the
overall RoboCup competitions. This international aspect and
the prospect to see a vast amount of advanced robotics research
have a high motivational value. In addition to participations in
the German Open championship, four RIDS teams made it in
2001 to the RoboCup world championship in Seattle.

A. Overview

C. RoboCup F180 League

The CubeSystem has been used in various robotics applications, ranging from educational activities [16], [17] over basic
research [18], [14] to industrial applications. In the following
subsections an overview is given, which illustrates its versality.

An other application example of the CubeSystem is the
Small Robots League of RoboCup, the worldchampionship of
robot soccer [21], [22]. The CubeSystem has been used on
robot teams from the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) and
recently from the International University Bremen (IUB). The
teams participated in various tournaments, including RoboCup
World Championship’98 in Paris, RoboCup World Championship’99 in Stockholm, the WDR Cup’99 in Paderborn, the
RoboCup European Championship 2000 in Amsterdam, the
RoboCup German Open 2002, Paderborn [23], [24], [25].

B. Educational Robotics
The easiness of the handling of the CubeSystem is most impressively illustrated in its usage within the field of educational
robotics. A set of RoboCubes consisting of the processor-board
and a simple base-board was for example used in a series of

impossible.
D. RoboGuard, a Mobile Security Robot
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Fig. 12. The inside core (top) and a schematic overview of the different
components of the RoboGuard (bottom).
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Fig. 10. A soccer robot team for the RoboCup small size league. The robots
are relatively small, less than 15cm diameter. Nevertheless, they feature an
on-board control that relies on the CubeSystem. Furthermore, various robot
types have been developed within this line of research. The heterogeneity
of the robots was significantly facilitated by the component structure of the
CubeSystem.
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E. The IUB Rescue Robots
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The so-called RoboGuard [28], [29] is a mobile security
device which is tightly integrated into the existing surveillance
framework developed and marketed by Quadrox, a Belgian
SME. RoboGuards are semi-autonomous mobile robots providing video streams via wireless Intranet-connections to existing watchguard systems, supplemented by various basic and
optional behaviors. RoboGuards fill several market-niches. Especially, they are a serious alternative to the standard approach
of using Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) for surveillance.

continuous

The on-board control structure of the soccer robots.

Figure 10 shows some of the robots of one team. Note that
the robots are relatively small, namely within 15cm diameter.
Nevertheless, they feature an on-board, autonomous control
[26]. Without the main features of the CubeSystem, namely
efficiency and reliability, it would not be possible to implement
such a control on-board of a robot within the physical limits
of the RoboCup small size league. Furthermore, both the
IUB and the VUB team investigate heterogeneous teams [27].
Obviously, heterogeneity, like having dedicated robot hardware
for defenders or forwards, is a useful feature. On the other
hand, there is the overhead to ensure proper operation over
the different platforms. In addition, the platforms do not only
vary within a particular team to allow for heterogeneity, but
also over the years to test and incorporate new features. In this
context, the CubeSystem has proven its strength as component
based system. Certain components provide for example the
same functionality for different hardware platforms. Without
this, portability of the high level application code would be

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

Papa goose performing in the RoboCup 2003 competition.

Mother goose at the RoboCup 2003 competition in Padua, Italy.

The IUB rescue robots are mobile robots designed to assist
search and rescue missions in urban disaster scenarios [30],
[?]. The so-called papa goose is a 6-wheeled base (figure
13). Mother goose is a tracked robot (figure 14). Both robots
have been developed from scratch based on CubeSystem
electronics and software components. In addition to this embedded hardware, both robots carry on-board PCs allowing
local processing of the data from various sensors. Special

highlights of these autonomous functionalities are localization
and mapping in the unstructured environment of the rescue
arenas.
F. A Humanoid Torso

Fig. 15.

A humanoid torso with 14 DOF in its two arms.

The majority of the CubeSystem applications so far were
mobile robots. But this is more due to coincidence then to
any disposition in the CubeSystem itself. Figure 15 shows a
humanoid torso based on the CubeSystem. Its 14 DOF in its
two arms are implemented via servos that are controlled with
TPU-based control and motion functions from the RobLib.
V. C ONCLUSION
The paper describes the CubeSystem, an open source collection of hardware- and software-components for fast robot
prototyping. The CubeSystem consists of generic building
blocks that can be freely combined into an application. The
versality of the CubeSystem is illustrated via a range of diverse
applications, ranging from educational activities to industrial
projects.
Further information as well as links to the
sources
of
the
CubeSystem
are
available
via
http://robotics.faculty.iu-bremen.de/CubeSystem
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